ULTIMATE SUDAN
01ST APRIL 2019 TO 09TH APRIL 2019

SUDAN
The Sudan or Sudan also known as North Sudan since South Sudan's independence and oﬃcially the Republic of the Sudan is a country in Northeast Africa. It is bordered by
Egypt to the north, the Red Sea, Eritrea and Ethiopia to the east, South Sudan to the south, the Central African Republic to the southwest, Chad to the west and Libya to the
northwest. It houses 37 million people and occupies a total area of 1.861.484 square kilometers (718.722 square miles), making it the third largest country in Africa. Sudan's
predominant religion is Islam, and its oﬃcial languages are Arabic and English. The capital is Khartoum, located at the conﬂuence of the Blue and White Nile.
Sudan may not be a high proﬁle tourist des5na5on, thanks to its history. However, Scuba diving in Sudan is very much on the rise as the word spreads of beau5ful, colorful,
pris5ne reefs, healthy shark popula5ons. Sudan, a remote and untouched des5na5on, oﬀers Red Sea diving away from the crowds!
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Dives Include : Umbria, Shaab Rumi, Precontinent Shelf II, Shaab Suedi, Shaab Ambar, Sanganeb, Pinnacle reef, Keary Reef, Jibna
reef amongst others. Dive site selection and schedule depends on weather conditions and length of navigation and may change.

Sudan is the third largest country in Africa, a vast desert land, where it feels as though 5me has
almost stopped. It is as though nothing has changed for centuries, holding out against the ever
encroaching demands of the modern world. This has helped to maintain a strip of coastline of 500 km
in length that oﬀers an excellent underwater environment. Here the warmest waters of the Red Sea
boasts spectacular coral reefs and pinnacles. There are frequent possibili5es for encounters with
large marine life of all kinds.

Why would you dive in Sudanese waters? Well, if it helps at all, Jacques Cousteau loved it so much he
decided to build an underwater habitat there (Conshelf II, which you can dive) and it’s one of the best
places in the world to see hammerhead sharks – as in hundreds and hundreds of schooling
hammerhead sharks.
The wreck of the Umbria, an Italian WWII supply ship scu`led by the captain to prevent it falling into
Bri5sh hands, is oaen compared to the Thistlegorm, only be`er, if that’s even possible! And the reefs
themselves remain pris5ne due to the lack of tourism – in part, of course – due to many years of
conﬂict. Sharks are not just special, occasional visitors, but common – and proof is easy to ﬁnd on
YouTube.
General Tour schedule
Day 1: arrival, transfer to the boat, night spent onboard in the harbour
Day 2: sailing out in the morning, 2 day dives and 1 night dive *
Day 3 – 6: 3 day dives and 1 night dive per day *
Day 7: 2 day dives, returning to the harbour aaer the second dive, night spent onboard in the harbour **
Day 8: transfer to the airport, departure
* No night diving is permi`ed at the Na5onal Park islands in Egypt and in Sudan it depends on weather condi5ons.
** The last night for Egypt safaris may be spent in a hotel rarely.

GENERAL QUESTIONS ABOUT DIVING IN SUDAN
When is the best 9me to dive in Sudan?
The best 5me for diving in Sudan is between February and June. This is when the sea is the most
alive and marine life is the richest. The fall months (September-November) are also favoured by
divers, especially October when it is manta season in Sudan near Mesharifa reef.
What type of diving suit is recommended?
Most divers can do with a shorty in May and June. It is usually enough to wear a 3 mm or 5 mm
long suit between February and April and in the fall.
Is equipment available to rent?
It is highly recommended for every diver to bring his/her own full gear but it is possible to rent
equipment in limited numbers. This request should be sent to us at least one week prior to
departure. Twelve-liter compressed-air tanks and weights are provided for the guests onboard
but weight belts should be brought along.
Where is the nearest decompression chamber?
There are no facili5es in Sudan for the treatment of decompression sickness. The closest
chamber is in Marsa Alam. (There are 2 fully equipped decompression chambers in Hurghada to
treat diving-related injuries and accidents. There are also facili5es in Sharm el Sheikh, El Gouna
and Marsa Alam.) All our divers must possess valid diving insurance that includes decompression
chamber treatments as well.
How many dives are there per day?
The ﬁrst diving day there are 2 day dives and 1 night dive. The 2nd – last diving days there are 3
day dives and 1 night dive per day (depending on the i5nerary and weather condi5ons). The last
diving day there are 2 day dives and then the boat returns to the harbour.
Are there dive sites not recommended for every diver?
A minimum of OWD cer5ﬁca5on is necessary to be able to dive onboard our boats. There are
dive sites that are only recommended for advanced and more experienced divers, for example
along the South and Deep South tour i5neraries. It is best to check the i5nerary before booking a
tour to make sure it ﬁts the diver’s cer5ﬁca5on level and experience.
Is it possible to dive with Nitrox?
Nitrox-cer5ﬁed divers can dive with Nitrox. There is a membrane Nitrox system onboard with a
32% mix.
Is it possible to take courses onboard?
A minimum of OWD cer5ﬁca5on is necessary to be able to dive onboard our boats. However we
can provide certain courses onboard such as AOWD, Nitrox, specialty courses, etc. given
appropriate i5nerary and previous consulta5on.
Can non-divers join the tours?
Our diving safaris are mainly geared towards divers but non-divers are also welcome when
accompanying their loved ones.
Is it a problem if I have not been diving in a long 9me?
The ﬁrst dive on every tour is a check dive during which the dive guides observe the divers’
diving techniques and any shortcomings and correct, remedy those. If it has been a while since
the last dive, it should be brought to the dive guides’ a`en5on.
What medical condi9on(s) would prevent diving?
Every diver must ﬁll out a release form onboard before the start of the trip sta5ng that he/she is
medically ﬁt to dive.
What kind of safety equipment is onboard?
Life vests can be found in every cabin and the following equipment onboard: 2 life raas, Oxygen,
ﬁrst-aid kit, ﬁre ex5nguishers, life buoys and a diver search system.
Seasickness
Due to the movement of the boat, seasickness and/or nausa may be experienced. This can be
well treated by the medica5on Emetrx. Please turn to the dive guides for assistance.
Smoking
Smoking is only allowed in designated areas. Smoking is strictly forbidden in the cabins, in the
dining room and in the salon. Please use the ashtrays and make sure to put out all cigare`e bu`s
completely. It is forbidden to throw cigare`es and cigare`e bu`s into the sea.
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New Diver Search and Locate System onboard
SEA MARSHALL diver search and locate security system is installed onboard our Live-aboard. With this essen5al
diver security system it can happen to any diver that upon surfacing, they do

Shaab Rumi : The best place for shark diving
If I had to name just one underwater dive route that would alone be worth the travel to Sudan,
it certainly would be Shaab Rumi! Without a doubt it is one of the most picturesque dive sites in
the Red Sea. This reef lies 48km from Port Sudan and encircles a beau5ful lagoon which we can
cross through a man-made strait (actually blown up by Cousteau).

not see their boat or they ﬁnd
themselves driaed hundreds of
meters from the reefs or from
their group. In bad visibility, with
big waves in rough seas, buoys,
mirrors or sound alarms may not
be best op5ons
The SEA MARSHALL PLB 8 is a small transmi`er, not bigger than a digital camera and it can be easily placed in the
BCD’s pocket or on the tank. Surfacing scuba divers, aaer realizing that they had go`en far from the live aboard,
ac5vate the system. The receiver on the bridge registers the signal and alerts the crew onboard. The receiver
shows the direc5on and the signal strength from which the posi5on of the diver can be calculated. Given ideal
condi5ons, conserva5ve dive plans, appropriate experience and a`en5on, driaing can be avoided but it does not
hurt to be ready for possible emergencies and to always have a plan “B”.
SOME FAMOUS DIVE SITES
Wreck of UMBRIA
The wreck “Umbria” was built in Hamburg 1912 and started life as a freighter. Umbria has a cargo of 360.000
bombs that makes the exploring of the wreck s5ll more exci5ng. The “Umbria” is one of the most famous sunken
ships in the world. Lying in the shelter of Wingate Reef, just outside Port Sudan and largely unaﬀected by currents
and 5des, it is within easy reach of Port Sudan harbour.
She lies at an angle on her
port side with her starboard
davits breaking the surface.
At a maximum depth of
36m, the Umbria is shallow
by most wreck divers’
standards. With plenty of
light and good visibility,
entering most of the ship is
easy. The hull itself is
completely intact, if heavily
encrusted with marine life,
and can be explored
internally and externally
along its en5re length.
Angarosh – The mother of Sharks
The exquisite coral forma5ons are not the only
things that make Angarosh one of the most
popular dive sites. Its name, “The Mother of
Sharks”, alludes to the fact that besides the
amazing colour cavalcade, it is also home to
various species of sharks including hammerheads
and grey reef sharks. This is one of the most
famous shark dive sites in the world! And around
the reef schools of ﬁsh and barracuda swarm.

Precon9nent II
Jacques Cousteau built his underwater legacy, the Precon5nent II in 1963, about 100 meters
outside of the lagoon. He and his team conducted their underwater experiments here and
today the Precon5nent II provides you a glimpse into the lives of those who existed and carried
out experiments of marine life underwater in futuris5c-looking structures. The cages used for
studying sharks s5ll lie where they did in Cousteau’s 5me. And the sharks s5ll circle around
them as they did decades ago.

OUR LIVEABOARD
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Beam
8 meters
Engine
2x MAN diesel 1150HP each
Generator 2x Mercedes 138Kw silent generators
Fresh water 15 tons plus desalina5on device (2 tons/day)
Fuel
70 tons
Length
40 meters / 130 feet
Electricity 220v in every cabin and in the salon
Naviga5on Compass, GPS, depth sounder, VHF, radio, radar, EPIRB
Safety
2x life raas, 40x life jackets, 2x50L emergency Oxygen, medic First Aid kit, 8x ﬁre ex5nguishers,
Satellite telephone, life buoys, NAUTILUS Lifeline radio safety system
Extra services
Nitrox charging, Nitrox Membrane system (up to 32% O2)
Indoor areas
European Salon The spacious lounge area is air-condi5oned and well equipped with an LCD TV, VCR, DVD and CD
player and furnished according to European style. Arabian cafe The spacious room follows the original Oriental
coﬀee shop design with shisha (water pipe) smoking possibility, coﬀee, tea and original Arabic music.

Boat category:
Our 5-star diving safari liveaboard, was built based on a unique design, mee5ng divers’ and
guests’ every need. Spacious, tastefully decorated cabins with en-suite bathrooms, a roomy
dining room, salon and sun deck make the 1-week diving safari comfortable for everyone.
The heart of the boat is the shisha room, reminiscent of the East where stories can be told
every night in the shadow of the lingering delicious water-pipe smoke. A well-travelled,
cohesive crew, speaking various languages, awaits all the guests who wish to dive and relax.
See you onboard!

Cabins
Outdoor areas
Sun deck The comfortable 100-square-metre sun deck provides plenty of space for sun seekers, as well as shaded
area. Comfortable deck chairs and cushioned seats make 5me more pleasant. There is a smaller sun deck in front
of the captain’s bridge. Covered deck In front of the salon is a comfortable open but covered area for res5ng and
chatng between dives and in the evening.

Diving plaWorm and equipment
The large dive deck and dive plauorm area ensures more-than-adequate space for divers preparing for their next
plunge into the Red Sea. 2 hand-held showers on the plauorm allow for a rinse aaer diving or snorkeling. A
bathroom with shower and marine head leads directly oﬀ the dive deck. Rental of diving equipment can be
arranged but should be booked well in advance. We do not keep rental gear on board. Tanks: 20x 12l aluminum
and 10x15l steel tanks. DIN connec5ons are recommended. Weights are provided at no charge on the boat.
Zodiacs: 2, each equipped with a 40HP engine.

Every Cabin is air-condi5oned with hot-water shower, sink and toilet in the en-suite
bathrooms and bed sheets and towels are provided.

OUR itinerary – Ex Mumbai
Flights
01st April - Depart 0510hrs Mumbai – Port Sudan via Dubai arrive Port Sudan 1240 hours
08th April - Depart1340hrs Port Sudan – Dubai arrive Dubai 1450hrs
09th April - Depart 2330 Dubai – Mumbai arrive Mumbai 0410hrs
Dive Schedule
Day 1: arrival, transfer to the boat, night spent onboard in the harbour
Day 2: sailing out in the morning, 2 day dives and 1 night dive *
Day 3 – 6: 3 day dives and 1 night dive per day *
Day 7: 2 day dives, returning to harbour aaer the second dive, night spent onboard in the
harbour **
Day 8: transfer to the airport, departure
* Night diving in Sudan depends on weather conditions and at the discretion of the boat dive crew.
** The last night for Egypt safaris, may rarely be spent in a hotel.

ULTIMATE SUDAN – PACKAGE DETAILS
Cost per diver INR 1,90,000/- including GST *
INCLUSIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Return ﬂights Ex- Mumbai to Port Sudan
One night Hotel accommoda5on in Dubai
7 nights/8days full board accommoda5on in air-condi5oned cabins on twin basis
Buﬀet style meals three 5mes a day and fruits and snacks
Water, tea, coﬀee(Nescafé) unlimited soa beverages – Fanta, cola, sprite
First diving day 2 day dives and one night dive*
Second to last diving day 3 day dives and one night dive*
Last diving day 2 day dives
Transfers from Port Sudan Airport to the boat and vice-versa

EXCLUSIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dubai Visa
Sudan Visa USD$155 p.p. Payable in cash onboard the boat on arrival**
Sudanese taxes and fees Euro 187***Payable in addi5on to the cost per
Fuel surcharge Euro 30 p.p. payable on the boat on arrival.
Upper (sea-view) cabin surcharge Euro 40 per week (limited availability)
Alcoholic beverages
Equipment rental – Preferable that par5cipants get their own gear
15 liter Tanks on request (limited supply) Euro 5 per day.
Nitrox Euro 5 per tank or Euro 80 per week. Max 32% O2.
Satellite phone use Euro 3 per minute
Personal expenses
Lost towel or weight Euro 10 per towel/weight
Bakshish, 5ps gratui5es recommended at Euro 50 per person per week
All expenses not men5oned above and under inclusions
Dive medical insurance
Travel insurance

*Please note prices are subject to change due to ﬂuctuations in ﬂight costs and we reserve the right to charge a difference.
** Visa only for red sea state, port Sudan area for the duration of safari. Fees include Sudanese Visa and passport registration fee in Sudan
*** Sudanese taxes and fees include – Tourism Fee, Sudanese agent fee (administration, Port Sudan airport assistance and transfers

ULTIMATE SUDAN – FOR YOUR INFORMATION
Travel Insurance:
We strongly recommend travel insurance to cover lost luggage, plane delays and cancella5ons. You can get this for a nominal cost from your local

travel agent or on the web.

Diver Insurance: (mandatory)
Please cover your diving safety with DAN/DIVE ASSURE through our website by clicking on the respec5ve logo on the home page of h`p://www.scubacentric.com You are required to carry a
copy of the conﬁrma5on print out with you on the trip. This is a mandatory requirement for all divers on all our trips
Medical statement:
A medical statement and physician guidelines will be mailed to each diver for comple5on. If your answer to any of the ques5ons is yes you will be required to obtain medical clearance from
your doctor.
Equipment hire:
It is preferable on this trip to get all your dive gear as dive equipment is available only in limited quan55es at an addi5onal cost. Please inform us well in advance for the same
Nitrox:
Nitrox is available @ Euro 5 per tank or Euro 80 per week
Dive cer9ﬁca9on courses:
Please check with us on the above.
Night dives:
Divers must be qualiﬁed for night diving.

ULTIMATE SUDAN – IMPORTANT NOTES
*Visas are prepared in Port Sudan in advance, before the start of the tours.
*For the visas, passport copies must be sent to us by e-mail at the 5me of booking and no later than 3 weeks before the start of the tour.
*Copies of the visas are sent to the tour operators/guests by e-mail. They should be printed out and presented at Port Sudan
*The actual visas are placed into the passports at the Port Sudan airport.
*The visa is only valid for the Red Sea State (Port Sudan area)
*The visa is only valid for the dura5on of the safari.
*For travels outside of the Port Sudan area and outside of the dura5on of the safari, visas must be obtained at your local Sudanese Embassy.
*Passports must be valid for at least 6 months aaer the departure date from Sudan.
*Must not contain any stamps or visas from Israel.
*Must have at least 2 empty pages side by side for the Sudanese visa.
*The USD amount of the Sudanese Taxes and Fees is payable in full in cash onboard upon arrival
*Diving is permi`ed only with valid diving cer5ﬁcate and valid diving insurance
*All divers must have minimum OWD cer5ﬁca5on with at least 50 logged dives.
*Only cash payments are accepted (no credit cards or cheques).
*Diving cer5ﬁcates and insurance informa5on must be presented to the dive guides onboard.
*Non-diving guests must also have valid travel and health insurance.
*The insurance informa5on (insurance company name, policy number) must be sent to us by e-mail
*All addi5onal services and purchases onboard must be fully paid in cash (in EUR) onboard before the end of the tour.
*I5neraries are agreed upon before the tour. The planned i5neraries, the choice of dive sites and the number of dives may change due to unfavorable weather condi5ons or in case of long
naviga5on. This decision is always the captain's, keeping in mind the safety of the guests, and the boat.
*In case i5neraries must be altered due to unfavorable weather condi5ons, we are unable to provide refunds
*Guests must bring all necessary and regularly taken medica5ons.
*No ﬁlming or photographing is allowed at the Port Sudan airport and in various parts of town. Cameras will be conﬁscated if used where it is forbidden.
*Diving equipment/spare parts are available onboard only for emergencies and in limited numbers.
*Guests are kindly asked to respect the local culture and dress appropriately. Guests should be fully clothed (men in shorts, women in skirts not above the knees, tops with sleeves).
*Requests for 15l tank rental must be sent to us by e-mail no later than 1 week before the tour.
*There is a safe onboard. It is strongly recommended that guests place their valuables in the safe at the start of the tour for safe keeping. The dive guides should be asked to provide access to
the safe. We cannot accept responsibility for any items not kept in the safe.
*In view of the unstable economic situa5on in Egypt, provided that the increase in the prices of gasoline and/or diesel exceeds 20% of the rates in eﬀect at the 5me of the date of the Boat
Rental, RSBH has the right to amend the boat rates accordingly

ULTIMATE SUDAN – BOOKING DETAILS
Contact:
E Mail :
scubacentric@gmail.com
Mobile:
+91-9822182402 – Venkat
+91-9820031931 - Diggy
Booking Policy:

ALL PAYMENTS SHOULD BE MADE TO:
SCUBACENTRIC LLP
CURRENT ACCOUNT NO: 50200030903550
HDFC BANK – PATTO BRANCH
IFSC CODE: HDFC0001213

To secure your reserva5on we request a deposit of 50% immediately. Balance 50% will be payable on or before 60 days prior to date of trip.
Cancella9on Policy:
If you decide to cancel your reserva5on 90 days or more before your trip commencement date we will refund your payment less the deposit
and any bank charges incurred by us. If you decide to cancel your reserva5on less than 90 days before your trip commencement date we
retain the right to keep any payments in compensa5on for poten5al lost bookings. Please note that prices and schedules are for indica5on only
and subject to ﬁnal conﬁrma5on at the 5me of your payment.
By joining this trip it is deemed that you have read, understood and expressly agree to all the content, terms and condi5ons herein.
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WE THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING SCUBACENTRIC AND LOOK FORWARD TO DIVING WITH YOU SOON!

